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内容 

•  遥远的黑洞天体：类星体 
•  发现红移5以上的类星体 
•  发现宇宙早期的超级黑洞 
•  总结与展望 



1、遥远的黑洞天体：类星体 
 



•  按黑洞的质量来划分 
– 原初(Primordial )黑洞： 宇宙大爆炸后产生 

(～1012千克，寿命t=100亿年) 
– 恒星级(Stellar Mass)黑洞( ～10M⊙)： 大质
量恒星死亡的产物 

– 中等质量(Intermediate Mass)黑洞 ( ～
103-4M⊙)： 星团内部大质量恒星死亡的产
物（极亮X射线源ULX）？ 

– 超大质量(Supermassive )的黑洞 ( ～106 – 
1010 M⊙)： 存在于许多星系的中心 

– 第1种难以观测，后3种可以被观测！ 

宇宙中的四类黑洞 



恒星级黑洞（约10个太
阳质量）的X射线双星，
从伴星吸积物质 

中心为超大质量黑洞（百万
到十亿个太阳质量）的类星
体／星系，从寄主星系吸积
物质 



• 星系级⿊黑洞（超⼤大质量⿊黑洞）	  
– M～106-‐	  109	  M⊙	  ,通常位于星系核心，可利用恒
星动力学和气体动力学测量其质量	  

MBH ∝ V2R 

EHT Collaborations 



银河系中⼼心的超⼤大质量⿊黑洞 
•  由银⼼心附近恒星的运动推测在
银⼼心集中了~4×106 M⊙的质量。 

à 超⼤大质量的⿊黑洞 

银⼼心附近恒星的运动 



遥远的黑洞天体－类星体 
•  二次世界大战后，雷达技术用于天文观测，50年
代起发现几百个强射电源（剑桥射电源表，1C,2C,
 3C…） 

•  Mathews & Sandage (1963) 证认3C48有恒星状的
光学对应体，且光谱观测发现其有宽发射线但波
长无法识别 

•  1963年Maarten Schmidt证认出3C273光谱中强而
宽的未知发射线实际上是红移了的氢、氧和其他
元素的发射线。从而发现这些看起来类似恒星的
天体实际上是非常遥远的天体－类星体(Quasar) 

•  类星体是60年代天文学四大发现之一 



Maarten Schmidt 类星体3C 273的谱线红移量达到0.16 

3C273光谱中有强⽽而宽的未知发射线。 
1963年Maarten Schmidt证认出它们
实际上是红移了的H和其他元素的发
射线。 

红移z＝(λ－λ0)／λ0，红移越大，天体离我们越远！ 



类星体发光比银河系大非常多，几乎全波段都有辐射！ 

银河系 

类星体 



类星体的理论图像 
•  中心能源为超大质
量黑洞(10^7-10^10
太阳质量)＋吸积盘
＋喷流 

•  外面有宽发射线区
、尘埃环、窄发射
线区、寄主星系 

类星体光谱中有
强而宽的发射线 





如何发现类星体 
 •  类星体只有10％是有强射电辐射的，因此早期
采用的对射电源的光学对应体进行光谱证认的
观测方法只能发现少数类星体 

•  由于X射线探测技术的局限，目前X射线巡天
的深度和广度还很有限，依靠X射线源的光谱证
认只能发现少数低红移的类星体 

•  目前发现类星体主要是从光学／红外测光巡天
选取类星体候选体，然后通过光学／红外光谱
观测来确认是否是类星体(宽发射线)并确定红移 



目前光学波段最成功的类星体巡天是美国SDSS 
(I－IV期)，10多年已发现50万个类星体 

美国SDSS光学测光与光谱巡天 

蓝 红 



发现最遥远的类星体 

樊晓晖 
美国Arizona大学
校董教授 
 
2002年发现红移为
6.42的类星体，保
持世界记录近10年 



已发现最遥远的类星体红移为z=7.5 

遥远的类星体
可以作为探索
早期宇宙结构
与演化的探针 

宇宙再电离 

(Banados et al. 2018, Nature) 



遥远类星体的中心黑洞质量 
•  类星体中心黑洞质量可以由一些经验
关系得到（M∝V2R∝V2L1/2,V和L可
由光谱中谱线宽度和连续谱光度给出） 

•  红移z=6-7类星体的黑洞质量估计为10
亿（1E9）太阳质量，那时的宇宙年龄
小于10亿年，如何在早期宇宙的短时
间内让黑洞增长到质量如此之大，成
为一大理论难题 



目前类星体红移分布(高红移奇缺！) 

An obvious dip at z~5.5 

50万已知类星体中，红移大于5的只有300多个，大于6的只有
120多个，大于7的只有4个 



为何发现红移5.5左右的类星体非常困难？ 
(颜色－颜色图上的比较－>严重的恒星污染！) 

McGreer et al. 2013； Effective: 
4.7< z < 5.1 

Fan et al. 2001, 03, 04, 06 
Jiang et al. 2008, 09；
Effective: z > 5.8 

恒
星 恒

星 
类星体 

类星体 
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ever, at z ⇠ 5.5 they are still poorly constrained due to
the lack of a complete quasar sample. McGreer et al.
(2013) derived the quasar spatial density at z ⇠ 4, 4.9
and 6, and fitted a luminosity-dependent density evolu-
tion model to the combined dataset. Their model shows
a turnover in number density at z ⇠ 5.5, when assuming
a maximum break luminosity M⇤

1450

= -27.0. It means
that at z � 5 quasars may decline more rapidly than
compared to the rate observed at lower redshift. How-
ever, the exact form of the evolution of quasar density
from z = 5 to 6 is unclear because of the small size and
high incompleteness of existing z ⇠ 5.5 quasar sample.
The quasar number density at z ⇠ 5.5 is also needed
to estimate the contribution of quasars to the ionizing
background just after the reionization epoch. Willott
et al. (2010a) suggested that there was a rapid black
hole mass growth phase after z ⇠ 6. Study of black hole
growth at z ⇠ 4.8 supports that the notion of fast SMBH
growth at this epoch, corresponding to probably the first
such phase for most SMBH (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2011).
Studying BH growth properties at z ⇠ 5.5 will fill in the
missing link between z ⇠ 5 and 6.
To answer the questions posted above, a large, uni-

formly selected sample of quasars at 5.3 < z < 5.7 is
needed. However, so far there has not ever been a com-
plete quasar survey at z ⇠ 5.5. As shown in §2, broad-
band colors of z ⇠ 5.5 quasars are very similar to those
of much more numerous M dwarfs, when a small num-
ber of passbands are used. Therefore, to avoid the lager
number of star contaminations, previous quasar selec-
tions have always rejected the region of M dwarf locus
in r � i/i � z color-color diagram. As a result, most of
previously searches for z ⇠ 5.5 quasars have been highly
incomplete. To construct a large uniform z ⇠ 5.5 quasar
sample for the study of QLF, SMBH growth and IGM
evolution, a more e↵ective selection to separate quasars
from M dwarf in this most contaminated region is re-
quired.
In this paper, we report initial results from a new

search that focuses on the selection of z ⇠ 5.5 quasars.
Our new color selection criteria which combine optical,
near- and mid-IR colors have yield 17 quasars in the red-
shift rage of 5.3  z  5.7 during the pilot observation
described here. Our optical/IR color selection technique
and candidate selection using a combination of existing
and new imaging surveys are described in Section 2. The
details of our spectroscopy observation and new discov-
eries are presented in Section. 3 and Section. 4. In
Section 5, we discuss the completeness of our new se-
lection. In this section, we also report a test selection
and first discovery using the UKIRT Hemisphere Survey
(UHS) photometric data. A summary is given in Section
6. In this paper, we adopt a ⇤CDM cosmology with pa-
rameters ⌦

⇤

= 0.728, ⌦m = 0.272, ⌦b = 0.0456, and H
0

= 70 kms�1Mpc�1 (Komatsu et al. 2009). Photometric
data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) are in the
SDSS photometric system (Lupton et al. 1999), which is
almost identical to the AB system at bright magnitudes;
photometric data from IR surveys are in the Vega sys-
tem. All SDSS data shown in this paper are corrected
for Galactic extinction.

2. SELECTION OF Z ⇠ 5.5 QUASAR CANDIDATES

2.1. Using Optical and IR colors to Separate Quasars
and M Dwarfs

At z ⇠ 5, most quasars are undetectable in u-band and
g-band because of the presence of Lyman limit systems
(LLSs), which are optically thick to the continuum ra-
diation from the quasar (Fan et al. 1999). Meanwhile,
Lyman series absorption systems begin to dominate in
the r-band and Ly ↵ emission moves to the i�band. The
r� i/i� z color-color diagram is often used to select z ⇠

5 quasar candidates in previous studies (Fan et al. 1999;
Richards et al. 2002; McGreer et al. 2013). At higher,
the i� z color becomes redder and most z > 5.1 quasars
begin to enter the M dwarf locus in the r� i/i� z color-
color diagram, which makes it very di�cult to select z &
5.2 quasars only with optical colors, especially at z ⇠ 5.5,
where quasars have essentially the same optical colors as
M dwarfs (See Figure 1). Previous selections focused on
the region in the right-bottom of the r� i/i�z diagram.
IR data are needed to explore the region overlapped with
M dwarf locus.

Fig. 1.— Upper: The color track of quasar at z = 5 to 6 (Red
dots and line). The step of color track is �z = 0.1. The contours
show the locus of M dwarfs, from early type to late type. The cyan
contours denote M1-M3 dwarfs, the orange contours denote M4-
M6 dwarfs and the purple contours denote M7-M9 dwarfs. Clearly,
z ⇠ 5.5 quasars are serious contaminated by late type M dwarfs.
Bottom: The spectrum of an average of simulated z ⇠ 5.5 quasars
compared with the spectrum of a typical M5 dwarf a. The dashed
lines represent normalised SDSS r, i and z bandpasses from left
to right. For the comparison, we scaled both the quasar spectrum
and M dwarf spectrum to i = 20.0. In this case, the synthetic
SDSS r and z bands magnitudes of quasar are 18.8 and 22.1. For
M5 dwarf, the magnitudes are 18.9 in r band and 21.8 in z band.
It is obvious that their r � i and i� z colors are too similar to be
distinguished.
ahttp://dwarfarchives.org

Using optical colors can hardly separate z~5.5 
quasars from M stars      

z~5.5 quasar  

z=5~6 Quasar 

M1~M3 
M4~M6 

M7~M9 

M5 Star 

z=5 

z=6 
(Yang, Fan, Wu, et al., 2016) 



The bright end of z ⇠ 5 QLF based on SDSS-WISE selection 5

Fig. 4.— A example of simulated quasar spectrum(blue) at z ⇠ 5 compared with the composite quasar spectra(grey) (Vanden Berk et al.
2001; Glikman et al. 2006). AS a comparison, we generate a composite spectra at wavelength bluer than 1780Å from SDSS DR12 quasars
at 4.7 < z < 5.4 for absorption and then combine the composite quasar spectras from Vanden Berk et al. (2001) and Glikman et al. (2006)
for 1780 - 5700Å and � > 5700 Å to cover the all wavelength range from SDSS r band to WISE W2 band. The colourful dashed lines show
the transmission curve of SDSS r, i, z and WISE W1, W2 band.

Fig. 5.— The selection function of our survey (zAB < 19.5).
The probability is the fraction of simulated quasars which can be
selected by our selection criteria in each (M1450,z) bin.

SDSS survey. Therefore within our magnitude limit the
SDSS detection can be considered as complete. Our sur-
vey added ALLWISE W1 and W2 photometry data into
selection and an new incompleteness was involved due
to the shallower ALLWISE detection. We correct this
incompleteness by using ALLWISE detection complete-
ness10 which is considered as a function of flux. The com-
pleteness is measured by modelling stellar-like sources
based on SDSS DR9 and Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) data (Lake et al. 2013). The red lines in Fig-
ure 7 represent the best fit empirical models for W1 and
W2 band detection completeness.

4.2. Quasar luminosity function

4.2.1. Quasar sample

From our luminous quasar candidates sample, we have
discovered 64 new quasars with redshifts of 4.4 < z < 5.5.
The redshifts of them were measured from Ly↵, Nv,

10 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allwise/

Fig. 6.— Spectroscopic incompleteness of our 110 z ⇠ 5 quasar
candidates. The orange line denotes the spectroscopic incomplete-
ness as a function of z band magnitude. The histogram is divided
into several components filled by di↵erent colors and represents new
identified high redshift quasars (red), low redshift quasars (purple),
stars (blue) and unobserved candidates (grey). The low redshift
quasar has been confirmed as a BAL quasar and was selected by
our selection due to its redden colours.

O i/Si ii, C ii, Si iv and C iv emission lines (any avail-
able) by a eye recognition assistant for quasar spectra
software, which is an interactive semi-automated toolkit
allowing user to visualize observed spectra and measure
the redshift by fitting the observed spectra to the SDSS
quasar template (Vanden Berk et al. 2001), and interac-
tively access related spectral line information (ASERA;
Yuan et al. 2013). The redshift error measured based
on this method mainly depends on the quality of the
observed spectra and line properties. Due to the low res-
olution and strong absorptions at the blueward of Ly↵,
the typical redshift error is about 0.05 for Ly↵ based
redshift and less for that based on more emission lines.
However, the redshift error could be up to 0.1 for weak
emission line quasars and relative low S/N spectra.
We calculate M

1450

by fitting a power-law continuum

红移~5 的类星体光谱 

把光学波段和红外波段数据结合起来 
寻找高红移类星体更有效！ 

SDSS(光学) WISE（红外） 



2、发现红移5以上的类星体 



我们用到的望远镜 
2.4-m 
telescope, 
Lijiang, 
Yunnan, China 

MMT(6.5-m) LBT(2*8.4-m) Gemini-N(8.1-m) Magellan(6.5-m) 

2.16-m 
telescope, 
Xinglong/
NAOC, 
China 

Bok 2.3-m, 
Kitt Peak 
USA 

ANU 2.3-m, 
Australia 

Hale 
5.1-m 



利用国内2米望远镜发现遥远类星体 
•  2012年在国内发现第一个高红移

类星体(光学＋近红外UKIRT选源
；z＝4.6） 

•  2012年2月28日用2.4米望远镜发现 
•  被中科大同事用美国6.5米MMT望

远镜观测核实 

MMT spectrum Lyman α 



Luminous high-redshift Quasar Survey with SDSS-WISE 5

Fig. 5.— The z�W1 vs. W1�W2 color-color diagram. The pur-
ple dashed line represents our selection criteria for quasar candi-
dates. The green solid line represents the color-z relation predicted
using quasar composite spectra (Glikman et al. 2006). The solid
squares mark the color tracks for quasars from z = 4.4 to z = 5.4,
in steps of �z = 0.2. The grey map denotes SDSS stars, the blue
crosses denote SDSS 4.7 < z < 5.5 quasars, and the red stars
denote our newly discovered quasars.

The purple dashed lines in Figure 4 and Figure 5 de-
note our color-color selections (Eq. (5-7)). Apparently,
our r � i/i � z selection criteria is much looser than
other studies (the region between purple dashed line and
orange dashed line), which will improve the complete-
ness of z & 5.1 quasars. Among 274 SDSS and BOSS
4.7  z < 5.6 quasars, 22 of them (blue crosses between
purple dashed line and orange dashed line in Figure 4)
satisfy our r � i/i� z cuts but not the cuts in Richards
et al. (2002), and seven (⇠ 32%) of them with z > 5.1.
Except the one was not detected by ALLWISE, other six
z > 5.1 quasars are also satisfy our z�W1 / W1�W2
selection criteria shown in Figure 5. So we can expect
to improve the completeness of selecting z & 5.1 quasars
with our method by combing SDSS and ALLWISE.
We started our quasar candidate selection from a cat-

alog of SDSS Data Release 10 (DR10) primary point
sources. Applying the optical magnitudes and colors cuts
(Eqs (1)-(5)) using SDSS-III DR10 Query/CasJobs14 re-
sults in 457,930 point sources. We then cross-identified
these sources with ALLWISE source catalog using a po-
sition o↵set within 200; this reduced our candidate list
to 80,404 sources with ALLWISE detections. We se-
lected our candidates using Eqs (6)-(9) and resulted in
1,262 candidates. As we discussed in §2, the ALLWISE
database has a high completeness for finding quasars
with z�band magnitudes brighter than 19.5. Limiting
candidates to z  19.5 reduces our candidate list to 420
objects. Before conducting spectroscopic observations,
we visually inspected images of these 420 candidates, and
removed 231 candidates with suspicious detections, such
as those close to very bright stars or binaries. This list
of 189 objects is our primary z ⇠ 5 quasar candidate
sample. Removing 78 previously known quasars and one
known dwarf results in a total of 110 candidates that
require spectroscopic followup observations. We have

14 http://skyserver.sdss.org/casjobs/

obtained spectra for 99 of these candidates, and also
re-identified one known quasars (J022112.62�034252.26,
See Table 3) that were not published at the time of obser-
vations. In addition to our primary sample at z  19.5,
we also include candidates fainter than 19.5 as a sup-
plementary sample, and observed several of them during
our spectroscopic runs as a test for our ability for finding
fainter quasars using SDSS/WISE selection.

3.2. Spectroscopic Observations

Optical spectroscopic observations to identify these
quasar candidates were carried out using a number of
facilities: the Lijiang 2.4 m telescope (LJT) and the Xin-
glong 2.16m telescope in China, the Kitt Peak 2.3m Bok
telescope and the 6.5m MMT telescope in the U.S., as
well as the 2.3m ANU telescope in Australia. We have
observed 99 candidates from our main sample and 64
(64.6%) of them are high-redshift quasars with a redshift
of 4.4 . z . 5.5. We also observed 14 fainter candidates
from our test sample and 8 (57.1%) of them are quasars
at 4.7 < z < 5.4. Table 3 lists the observational infor-
mation of the 72 new identified quasars.
The Lijiang 2.4m telescope is located at Lijiang Ob-

servatory, Yunnan Observatories, Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS). It is equipped with the Yunnan Faint
Object Spectrograph and Camera (YFOSC ), which can
take spectrum followed by photometric images in a very
short switch time (Zhang et al. 2014). We observed 48
candidates by using the YFOSC, with a 2k ⇥ 4k CCD de-
tector and three di↵erent grisms based on the brightness
of our candidates. We used Grism 3 (G3), with disper-
sion of 172 Å/mm and wavelength coverage from 3200
to 9200 Å, to observe the brightest candidates, Grism 5
(G5), with dispersion of 185 Å/mm and wavelength cov-
erage from 5000 to 9800 Å, to observe fainter candidates,
and Grism 12 (G12), with dispersion of 900 Å/mm and
wavelength coverage from 5600 to 9900 Å, to observe the
faintest candidates in our sample. We used a 1.008 slit for
all three grisms. This slit yields a resolution of R ⇠ 670,
R ⇠ 550 and R ⇠ 160 for the G3, G5 and G12 grism,
respectively.
We observed 35 candidates by using the Red Channel

spectrograph on the MMT 6.5 m telescope. We used the
270mm�1 grating centered at 7500 Å, providing coverage
from 5500 Å to 9700 Å. We used the 1.000 or 1.005 slit based
on seeing, providing resolutions of R ⇠ 640 and R ⇠ 430,
respectively.
We observed 16 candidates by using Boller and Chivens

Spectrograph (B&C) on Steward Observatory’s 2.3m
Bok Telescope at Kitt Peak, with the G400 Grating and
2.005 slit which gave a resolution of R ⇠ 450 and ⇠ 3400Å
wavelength coverage.
We observed seven candidates by using BAO Faint Ob-

ject Spectrograph and Camera (BFOSC) of the 2.16 m
optical telescope at the Xinglong station of the National
Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences (NAOC). We used the G4 or G10 grating with dis-
persion of 198 Å/mm and 392 Å/mm, respectively. The
wavelength coverage of these two grating are 4000-7800
Å and 4300-9000 Å and spectra resolutions of R ⇠ 330
and R ⇠ 110 with a 2.003 slit, respectively.
We also used the Wide Field Spectrograph (WiFeS) ,
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TABLE 1
Optical and WISE Photometry of 723 published z > 4.5 quasars.

Name Redshift Ref r �r i �i z �z Opt W1 �W1 W2 �W2 WISE

J000239.39+255034.80 5.800 16 23.09 0.32 21.51 0.11 18.96 0.05 DR10 16.16 0.06 15.54 0.13 AW
J000552.34�000655.80 5.850 16 24.97 0.51 22.98 0.28 20.41 0.13 DR10 17.30 0.16 17.04 99.0 AW
J000651.61�620803.70 4.510 51 18.29 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 REF 15.20 0.03 14.61 0.04 AW
J000749.17+004119.61 4.780 DR12 21.36 0.06 19.97 0.03 19.84 0.08 DR10 16.85 0.11 16.41 0.26 AW
J000825.77�062604.60 5.929 24 23.91 0.59 23.55 0.63 20.01 0.14 DR10 16.81 0.11 15.68 0.14 AW
J001115.24+144601.80 4.964 DR12 19.48 0.02 18.17 0.02 18.03 0.03 DR10 15.29 0.04 14.69 0.06 AW
J001207.79+094720.23 4.745 DR12 21.40 0.07 19.81 0.04 19.86 0.10 DR10 16.26 0.07 15.80 0.17 AW
J001529.86�004904.30 4.930 32 22.59 0.15 20.99 0.05 20.56 0.12 DR10 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 99
J001714.68�100055.43 5.011 DR7 21.23 0.06 19.45 0.03 19.55 0.09 DR10 15.94 0.06 15.17 0.09 AW
J002208.00�150539.76 4.528 50 19.39 0.03 18.75 0.02 18.54 0.04 DR10 15.54 0.05 15.11 0.10 AW

Note. — Table 1 is available in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Journal. The first ten rows were shown here for guidance regarding
its form and content. The name here are in the format of JHHMMSS.SS+/�DDMMSS.SS. The third column list the reference for each quasar,
and the tenth column list the references for the optical magnitudes. Most optical magnitudes are from SDSS DR10 photometric catalog and are
Galactic extinction corrected SDSS PSF asinh magnitudes (zAB = zSDSS + 0.02 mag). The optical magnitudes come from the reference paper and
are in AB system, if this quasar does not have SDSS DR 10 photometry. The last column list the flag of WISE data: AW = ALLWISE catalog,
AWR = ALLWISE Reject catalog, AS = ALL-SKY WISE catalog, ASR = ALL-SKY WISE Rejcet catalog, and 99 means no detection in any
WISE catalog. This table only includes quasars that are published before July 2015.

color-color diagram is often used to select z ⇠ 5 quasar
candidates in previous studies (Fan et al. 1999; Richards
et al. 2002; McGreer et al. 2013). In Figure 4, we show
the r � i/i � z colors of stars and 274 SDSS and BOSS
4.7  z < 5.6 quasars (Schneider et al. 2010; Pâris et al.
2014), as well as di↵erent z ⇠ 5 quasar selection criteria
(Richards et al. 2002; McGreer et al. 2013). The opti-
cal color selections shown here (cyan and orange dashed
lines) are e↵ective for quasars at z . 5.1, but the se-
lection becomes very incomplete for quasars at z & 5.1,
when they enter the M star locus on the r � i/i � z
color-color diagram (Richards et al. 2002; McGreer et al.
2013). This is consistent with the color redshift tracks
(green solid line) derived from the z ⇠ 5 quasar com-
posite spectrum constructed from BOSS quasar spectra
using a median algorithm by us. As we discussed in §2,
W1�W2 can be used to reject M type stars e↵ectively;
the addition of WISE photometry will allow us to loosen
the typically r�i/i�z cuts to reach higher redshift while
still be able to reject most late-type star contaminants.
Following are our selection criteria:

u > 22.3, z < 20.2 (1)

g > 24.0 or g � r > 1.8 (2)

r � i > 1.0 (3)

i� z < 0.72 (4)

i� z < 0.625 ⇥ (r � i) � 0.3 (5)

z �W1 > 2.5 (6)

W1 �W2 > 0.5 (7)

W1 < 17.0,�W2 < 0.2 (8)

z �W1 > 2.8 or W1 �W2 > 0.7, if i� z > 0.4 (9)

where optical magnitudes are Galactic extinction cor-
rected SDSS PSF asinh magnitudes and the W1 and W2
magnitudes are Vega-based magnitudes. The u-band and
g-band cuts are the typical magnitudes limits for dropout
bands (Fan et al. 1999). The z-band magnitude cut is
to ensure the accuracy of z-band photometry, since the
5� detection of SDSS z-band for point sources at 100 see-
ing is about 20.5. The spectral energy distribution of

Fig. 4.— The i � z vs. r � i color-color diagram. The pur-
ple dashed line represents our selection criteria for quasar candi-
dates. The orange dashed line represents the SDSS z > 4.5 quasar
selection criteria (Richards et al. 2002) the cyan dashed line de-
notes 4.7 . z . 5.1 quasar selection criteria (McGreer et al. 2013).
The green solid line represents the color-z relation predicted using
z ⇠ 5.0 SDSS quasar composite spectra. The solid squares mark
the color tracks for quasars from z = 4.4 to z = 5.4, in steps of
�z = 0.1. The grey map denotes SDSS stars, the blue crosses
denote SDSS 4.7 < z < 5.5 quasars, and the red stars denote our
newly discovered quasars.

z & 4.5 quasars are mainly dominated by a power-law
spectrum with a slope around ↵⌫ ⇠ �0.5 (Vanden Berk
et al. 2001), which is flatten than that of M dwarfs. This
di↵erence leads to a redder z�W1 color of quasar than
that of M dwarfs (Eq. (6)). As we discussed in last sec-
tion, W1�W2 color can separate quasars and late-type
stars very e�ciently; here we require W1�W2> 0.5 (Eq.
(7)). We use the magnitude or photometric error cuts
of ALLWISE photometric data (Eq. (8)) to ensure the
accuracy of the W1�W2 color. Considering the serious
contaminations and redder W1�W2 colors for z & 5.2
quasars (Figure 3), we also require a more strict z�W1
and W1�W2 colors for candidates with i� z > 0.4 (Eq.
(9)). Although using Eq. (9) leads to a lower complete-
ness of selecting z & 5.2 quasars, it helps reduce star
contaminations significantly.

Select high-z quasar candidates with SDSS-WISE 
Because WISE detection rate of z>4.5 quasars is 70%, using WISE 
can help find z~5 quasars if the revised selection criteria adopted 
 

(Wang F., Wu, X.-B., et al. 2016, ApJ, 
819, 24) 

Star 

Star 

QSO 

WISE 
40cm 
Mid-IR 

QSO 



2013年我们再次刷新国内记录 

•  2013年1月，利用
丽江2.4米望远镜发
现z＝5.1类星体 

•  2013年3月，利用
兴隆2.16米望远镜
发现z=4.7类星体 

•  2013年8月，利用
丽江2.4米望远镜再
次发现z＝5.1类星体 

z＝5.1 

z=4.7 

z＝5.1 



Luminous high-redshift Quasar Survey with SDSS-WISE 9

an integral-field double-beam image-slicing spectrograph
on the ANU 2.3m Telescope at Siding Spring Observa-
tory to observe seven of our quasar candidates. They are
observed using Grating R3000 on WiFeS which gives a
resolution of R = 3000 at the wavelength between 5300Å
and 9800 Å.

All spectra taken by 2.4m telescope, 2.16m telescope,
2.3m Bok telescope and MMT telescope were reduced
using standard IRAF routines. The WiFeS data were re-
duced with a python based pipeline PyWiFeS (Childress
et al. 2014). The flux calibrations of all spectra were ob-
tained from standard star observations on the same night
and scaled to SDSS i-band magnitudes for absolute flux
calibrations.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Discovery of 72 New Quasars at z ⇠5

We have spectroscopically observed 99 candidates with
z-band magnitudes brighter than 19.5 and 64 (64.6%) of
them are quasars with redshifts of 4.4 . z . 5.5 and ab-
solute magnitudes of �29.0 . M1450 . �26.4. We also
observed 14 fainter candidates selected with the same se-
lection criteria, and identified 8 (57.1%) fainter z ⇠ 5
quasars with 4.7 < z < 5.4 and absolute magnitude
of �27.1 . M1450 . �26.1. Table 4 lists the redshift
and SDSS, WISE photometry of the 72 newly discovered
quasars and Figure 5 shows the optical spectra of these
new quasars. The redshifts of these quasars were mea-
sured from Ly↵, N v, O i/Si ii, C ii, Si iv and C iv emis-
sion lines (any available). We used an eye recognition
assistant for quasar spectra software (ASERA; Yuan et
al. 2013), which is an interactive semi-automated toolkit
allowing user to visualize observed spectra and measure
the redshift by fitting the observed spectra to the SDSS
quasar template (Vanden Berk et al. 2001), and interac-
tively access related spectral line information. The red-
shift error measured based on this method mainly de-
pends on the quality of the observed spectra and line
properties. Due to the low resolution and strong absorp-
tions blueward of Ly↵, the typical redshift error is about
0.05 for Ly↵ based redshift and is smaller for that based
on more than one emission lines. However, the redshift
error could be up to 0.1 for weak emission line quasars
and objects with relatively low S/N spectra. Our quasar
sample spans a redshift range of 4.40  z  5.53 and the
redshift distribution of these newly identified quasars is
shown in the lower panel of Figure 7. As we discussed in
Section 2, there is a gap of previously published quasar
redshift distribution at 5.2 < z < 5.7 with only 33 pub-
lished quasars at this redshift due to low identification
e�ciency; 17 of them identified by the SDSS quasar sur-
vey. Among the 72 newly identified quasars, 12 of them
are at 5.2 < z < 5.7; this represents an increase ⇠36%
of the number of known quasars at this di�cult redshift
range.

In Table 3, columns 3 and 4 list the apparent and ab-
solute AB magnitudes of the continuum at rest-frame
1450Å. They were calculated by fitting a power-law con-
tinuum f⌫ ⇠ ⌫↵⌫ to the spectrum of each quasar. As
many spectra of our newly discovered quasars do not
have enough continuum coverage to reliably measure the
slopes of the continua, we assumed that the slope is the
average quasar UV continuum slope ↵⌫ = �0.5 (Van-

den Berk et al. 2001). The power-law continuum was
then normalized to match visually identified continuum
windows that contains minimal contribution from quasar
emission lines and from sky OH lines. Figure 7 shows
the absolute magnitude at rest-frame 1450Å and redshift
distribution of our newly discovered 72 quasars and pub-
lished SDSS z � 4.5 quasars. The red stars are our
new discovered quasars and blue crosses denote SDSS
quasars. The red and blue dashed lines in Figure 7 de-
note the mean absolute magnitude of our new quasars
(M1450 = �27.2) and SDSS quasars (M1450 = �26.4),
respectively. Our newly discovered quasars are system-
atically brighter than SDSS quasars and improved the
completeness of luminous z ⇠ 5 quasars in the SDSS
footprint. More important, 24 of our new discovered
quasars with M1450 < �27.5 and doubled the number
of known quasars (26 z > 4.5 SDSS quasars) at this
brightness range in the SDSS footprint. In particular, 22
of our new quasars are at z > 4.7 with M1450 < �27.5,
compared to only 13 previously published SDSS quasars
in this redshift/luminosity range.

Fig. 7.— Upper panel : The M1450 vs. redshift diagram. The
small blue crosses denote SDSS z � 4.5 quasars, the red stars de-
note our newly discovered quasars. The M1450 are AB magnitudes
of quasars at 1450Å. Lower panel : The redshift distributions of
newly identified quasars and known z � 4.5 quasars. Our method
prefers to select z > 5.0 quasars consistent with the prediction
from the color-z relation shown in Figure 3. Right panel : The
distribution of M1450. Apparently, our newly discovered quasars
are systematically brighter than SDSS quasars and improved the
completeness of luminous z ⇠ 5 quasars in the SDSS footprint.

4.2. Notes on Individual Objects

SDSS J013127.34�032100.1 (z=5.19). The radio-
loudness defined as the ratio of the rest-frame flux densi-
ties in the radio (5GHz) to optical bands (4400Å) bands
(Kellermann et al. 1989). J0131-0321 is a radio-loud
quasar with the radio loudness about 100. J0131-0321
is the most luminous z & 5 radio-loud quasar known,
with SDSS z-band magnitude 18.01 ± 0.03 and with
M1450 = �28.29. The observational properties of this
quasar is discussed in details in a separate paper (Yi et
al. 2014).

SDSS J022112.62�034252.26 (z=5.02). J0221-0342
was independently discovered by BOSS quasar survey

SDSS-WISE High-z Quasars 

MMT(6.5m) 

2.4m 

Magellan(6.5m) 

-->76 new luminous quasars at 
4.4<z<5.6 

(Wang F. et al.  2016, ApJ, 
819, 24) 

Known 
quasars 



2013-2016年对110 个候选体的观测
发现70多个高红移类星体 

高红移
类星体 

恒星 



Quasar Luminosity Function at z~5 
Yang J., Wang, F., Wu, X.-B. et al. 2016, ApJ, 829, 33 

Extended to bright end 

A flatter bright end slope 
β = -3.58  and a fainter 
break magnitude M*1450  
= -26.98  



All z>5 quasars 

z>5 quasars with zAB<20.5 
New luminous quasars discovered by us 
before 2016  

J0100+2802 
The most 
luminous 
quasar at z>6 



New method by adding Near-IR, Mid-IR photometric data

A survey based on SDSS-ULAS/VHS-ALLWISE!
in a ~ 5000 square degree field, z < 20.5 mag!

     UKIRT InfraRed Deep Sky Surveys - Large Area Survey!
     VISTA Hemisphere Survey



A new z~5.5 quasar survey based
 on SDSS-ULAS/VHS/UHS-WISE 

 •  In a ~ 5000 square degree field, z < 20.5 mag; SDSS;
 UKIRT InfraRed Deep Sky Surveys - Large Area
 Survey(ULAS); VISTA Hemisphere Survey(VHS);
 WISE 

•  Extended sample 
–   in UKIRT Hemisphere Survey (UHS, J-band) area;

 SDSS - UHS ~ 8000 deg^2; + Pan-STARRS1
 (PS1) data 

•  We have discovered 31 new z~5.5 quasars in total,
 forming the first uniform quasar sample at z~ 5.5 





Identifications with Palomar P200, MMT
 6.5m and ANU 2.3m 

The z~5.5 gap is filled well now if considering only zAB<20.5 
sources with SDSS, NIR(ULAS,UHS,VHS) and WISE detections 





Complete survey for z~5.5 quasars at
 zAB<20.5 (100+ z>5 quasars found) 

 (SDSS–PS1–ULAS/VHS/UHS–WISE color–color selection) 

Yang J. et al., 2019, ApJ, 871, 199  



3、发现宇宙早期的超级黑洞 



SDSS-2MASS-WISE Images 

i=20.84     z=18.33 
J=17.00    H=15.98 
Ks=15.20 
W1=14.45  W2=13.63 
W3=11.71  W4=8.98  
测光红移 ~ 6.3!   

One interesting target 

(偏红) 

波
长
由
短
到
长



利用国内丽江2米4望远镜发现的最高红移类星体   

J0100＋2802 （first spectrum 
on Dec. 29, 2013 with 2.4m） 

Wu, Wang, Fan, Yi, Zuo et al. (2015, 
Nature, 518, 512 ) 

z=6.30 

(6.5米) 

(2*8.4米) 



一波三折的红外光谱观测 
•  2014年1月2日和8月20日，
美国大双筒望远镜(LBT，
2＊8.4米)红外观测，噪音大 

•  2014年8月6日，美国双子
座望远镜(Gemini,8.4米)，
不理想 

•  2014年10月2－3日，智利
麦哲伦望远镜(Magellan,6.
5米),下雨，多云，无法观测 

•  2014年10月7日，麦哲伦望
远镜工程时间(engineering
 time)一小时曝光，观测成功 

quasar is roughly 4 times greater than that of the luminous z5 6.42
quasar1 SDSS J114815251, and 7 times greater than that of the most
distant known quasar6 ULAS J112010641 (z5 7.085); it is the most
luminous quasar known at z. 6 (see Extended Data Fig. 3).
The rest-frame equivalent width of the Lya1NV emission lines as

measured from the LBT spectrum is roughly 10 Å, suggesting that
J010012802 is probably a weak-line quasar (WLQ)22. The fraction of
WLQs is higher among the z< 6 quasars compared to those at lower
redshift8, and ahighdetection rate of strongmillimetre dust continuum
in z< 6WLQs points to active star formation in these objects23. Given
its extreme luminosity, J010012802 will be helpful in the study of the
evolutionary stage of WLQs by future (sub)millimetre observations,
though the origin of theweak ultraviolet emission line feature ofWLQs
is still uncertain.
The LBT spectrum of J010012802 (Fig. 1) exhibits a deep Gunn–

Peterson absorption trough15 blueward of the Lya emission. The trans-
mission spectrum (assuming an intrinsic power-law continuum24 of
Fl / l21.5, where Fl is the flux density at wavelength l) is shown in
Fig. 2.CompleteGunn–Petersonabsorption canalsobe seen in theLya,
Lyb and Lyc transitions. Statistically significant transmission peaks are
detected at z5 5.99 in both the Lya andLyb troughs, and an additional
transmissionpeak is detected at z5 5.84 in theLyb trough.The2s lower
limit on the Lya Gunn–Peterson optical depth (ta) at z5 6.00–6.15 is
ta. 5.5 and the 2s lower limit for Lyb is tb. 6, corresponding to an
equivalent ta. 13.5, following the conversion in literature16. The char-
acteristics of the intergalactic medium (IGM) transmission along the
line of sight of J010012802, including the deep Lya and Lyb troughs,
and the narrow, unresolved transmission peaks, are similar to those
observed inSDSS J114815251, andare consistentwith the rapid increase

in the IGMneutral fraction at z. 5.5 observed in a large sample of SDSS
quasars16. The size evolution of the quasar proximity zone, which is
highly ionized by quasar ultraviolet photons, can also be used to con-
strain the IGMneutral fraction.The size of theproximity zone is defined
by the point where the transmitted flux first drops by a significant
amount to below 10% (ignoring small absorption leaks) of the quasar
extrapolated continuum emission after the spectrum is smoothed to a
resolution of 20 Å (ref. 16).As shown inFig. 2, J010012802 has amuch
largerproperproximity zone (7.96 0.8Mpc; 1Mpc is about 3.26million
light years) than that of other SDSSquasars16,25 at z. 6.1; its largeprox-
imity zone size is expected from the higher level of photo-ionization
dominated by quasar radiation.
We obtained the near-infrared J,H,K-band spectra with Gemini and

Magellan telescopes on 6 August and 7 October 2014, respectively (see
Methods for details). Figure 3 shows the combined optical/near-infrared
spectrum of J010012802 and the results of fitting the Mg II emis-
sion line. The Mg II full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is 5,1306
150km s21, and the continuum luminosity at the rest-framewavelength
of 3,000 Å is (3.156 0.47)3 1047 erg s21. After applying a virial black-
holemass estimator based on theMg II line26, we estimate its black-hole
mass to be (1.246 0.19)3 1010M[. Theuncertaintyofblack-holemass
does not include the systematic uncertainty of virial black-hole mass
estimation, which could be up to a factor of three27. Assuming that this
quasar is accreting at the Eddington accretion rate and the bolometric
luminosity is close to the Eddington luminosity (LEdd5 1.33 1038

(M/M[)), similar to other z. 6 quasars11, leads to a black-hole mass of
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Figure 2 | Transmission in absorption troughs and the proximity zone for
J010012802. a, b, Transmission in Lya and Lyb absorption troughs
(respectively a, red; b, blue) were calculated by dividing the spectrum by a
power-law continuum24, Fl / l21.5. The shaded band in both panels shows
1s standard deviation. The Lya and Lyb absorption redshifts are given by
l/lLya(Lyb)2 1,where lLya5 1,216 Å andlLyb5 1,026 Å. The optical spectrum
exhibits a deep Gunn–Peterson trough and a significant transmission peak at
z5 5.99. c, Transmission in the proximity zone. The proper proximity zone
for J010012802 (in black) extends to 7.96 0.8Mpc, a much larger value than
those of other z. 6.1 quasars, including 4.96 0.6Mpc for J114815251 (in
green), consistent with its higher ultraviolet luminosity. The transmission in
cwas calculated by dividing themeasured spectrumby a power-law continuum
Fl / l21.5 plus two Gaussian fittings of Lya and NV lines. The horizontal
dotted line and the twodashed lines denote transmission values of 0, 0.1 and 1.0
respectively, while the vertical dashed line denotes the proper proximity zone
size of 0.
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Figure 3 | The combined optical/near-infrared spectrum of J010012802
and the fitting of the Mg II line. Main panel, the black line shows the LBT
optical spectrum and the red line shows the combined Magellan and Gemini
near-infrared J,H,K-band spectra (from left to right, respectively). The gaps
between J and H and between H and K bands are ignored due to the low sky
transparency there. The magenta line shows the noise spectrum. The main
emission lines Lya, C IV and Mg II are labelled. The details of the absorption
lines are described in Extended Data Fig. 4. Inset, fits of the Mg II line (with
FWHM of 5,1306 150 km s21) and surrounding Fe II emissions. The green,
cyan and blue solid lines show the power law (PL), Fe II andMg II components.
The black dashed line shows the sum of these components in comparison with
the observed spectrum, denoted by the red line. The black-hole mass is
estimated to be (1.246 0.19)3 1010 M[.
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利用谱线宽度和连续谱强度，得
出黑洞质量为120亿太阳质量！ 



最亮的遥远类星体可帮助研究早期宇宙 

Extended Data Figure 4 | The major absorption features identified from
optical and near-infrared spectroscopy of J010012802. Most of them are
fromMg II, C IV and Fe II. The labels fromA toH correspond to the redshifts of

absorption materials at 6.14, 6.11, 5.32, 5.11, 4.52, 4.22, 3.34 and 2.33,
respectively. Studies of intervening and associated absorption systems will be
discussed elsewhere.
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•  最亮的类星体就像宇宙里
最亮的灯塔，可提供我们
了解以前无法了解的早期
宇宙信息 

•  类星体光谱中吸收谱线是
沿途宇宙物质留给我们的
脚印信息 

•  利用最亮类星体的光谱，
我们已了解从红移6.1到
2.3的物质分布情况 

•  这是以前无法做到的 

Best example for 
using distant quasars 
to probe the structure 
of the early Universe! 



宇宙早期黑洞质量最大的最亮类星体 

•  与其它宇宙早期的
类星体相比 
–  J0100+2802黑洞质
量最大(120亿倍太
阳质量) 

–  J0100+2802发光最
强(430万亿倍太阳
光度) 

•  它是宇宙早期的超
级黑洞和最亮天体
！挑战现有理论 

•  唯一用2米级的望远
镜发现的一颗宇宙
早期类星体 

Eddtington光度 
(辐射与引力平衡) 



SCIENCE  ASTRONOMY

Scientists Find a Black Hole 12 Billion
Times More Massive Than the Sun

Helen Regan @hcregan  Feb. 26, 2015

It's discovery appears to confound
current theories about how black
holes are created

A team of international astronomers has
discovered a black hole of almost
unimaginable proportions.

At 12 billion times more massive than the
sun, it challenges current cosmological
thinking, reports Reuters.

“Our discovery presents a serious
challenge to theories about the black hole
growth in the early universe,” lead
researcher Xue-Bing Wu for Peking
University, China told the news agency.

The enormous object was formed 900 million years after the Big Bang, and scientists are
stumped as to how a black hole of that size could have grown in such a relatively short
time.

“Current theory is for a limit to how fast a black hole can grow, but this black hole is too
large for that theory,” said fellow researcher Dr. Fuyan Bian, of Australian National
University.

Not only is the black hole the biggest ever seen but also it’s at the center of the largest
quasar ever discovered. (Quasars are the brightest and most powerful objects in the
universe, with this one emitting huge amounts of energy and light as matter is ripped
apart by the black hole at its core.)

For comparison, the black hole at the center of our galaxy, the Milky Way, has only about
four to five million times the mass of the Sun.

The black hole was discovered by a team of global scientists at Peking University, China,
tasked with mapping the northern sky, and their findings were published in the journal
Nature.

[Reuters]

Read next: This Is How Incredible (and Terrifying) Space Looks in Virtual Reality

SNAPSHOTS OF THE HEAVENS: AMAZING ASTRONOMY
PHOTOS

NASA/JPL-Caltech/Handout/Reuters

An artist's illustration shows a supermassive

black hole with millions to billions times the

mass of our sun at the center released by

NASA on February 27, 2013.



SMBH formation at early Universe 

104-5 

102-3 

Inayoshi et 
al. (2019) 



黑洞增长：对种子黑洞质量的限制 

MBH=3E9 
MBH=1.2E10 
MBH=2E9 

Assumptions: 
Eddington accretion; 
Duty cycle=1 

Seed BH mass >105 
solar masses!  
 
Direct collapse? 
(Latif & Volonteri 
2015) 
 
Or super(hyper)-
Eddington 
accretion ?
(Inayoshi, Haiman 
& Ostriker 2016) 



至今仍保持最亮的高红移类星体纪录！ 

Reines & 
Comastri 
(2016) 

J0100+2802 

Blue:  
X-ray 
detected 
z>6 quasars 

J0100+2802 

Matsuoka et al. 
(2017) 



XMM-Newton Observation on J0100 
65ks on June 29, 2016 (~500photons) 

Photon index Γ=2.30+-0.10, L2-10 keV  =3.1E45 ergs/s 
 
Softer X-ray spectrum consistent with the higher 
accretion rate! 

Ai et al. (2017，MNRAS) 
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Fig. 1.— The XMM-Newton PN image of J0100+2802 region of
the sky in the observed 0.2-10 keV. The circle indicates the radius
used to extract the spectrum, and the plus indicates the location
of the nearby X-ray source SDSS J010013.95+280250.6

the 10-12 keV energy range. The total cleaned exposure
times are 50 and 60 ks for the PN and MOS cameras,
respectively. Event patterns 0-12 were included in the
MOS cameras, while for the PN camera we used patterns
0-4. We construct the images in five bands, 0.2-0.5 keV,
0.5-4 keV, 4-7 keV, 7-10 keV, and then apply on them
the source detection simultaneously using the standard
SAS task EDETECT CHAIN.
We extract a spectrum of J0100+2802 from a 16′′ ra-

dius region around the target in each EPIC detector.
The source-extraction region corresponding to 60%-70%
of the encircled energy fraction. The background was ex-
tracted from an adjacent source-free region with a larger
radius. The spectra of the target from PM/MOS cam-
eras were combined to form a single spectrum, with cor-
responding background spectra and response matrices
also combined to form a single background spectrum and
response matrix, with SAS task epicspeccombine. The
EPIC spectra are then grouped in a way that there are
at least 25 counts in each energy bin. All uncertainties
are given at 1σ, unless otherwise specified. We only focus
on spectrum analysis in this paper.

3. RESULTS

In the XMM-Newton EPIC images, J0100+2802 is
clearly detected with an X-ray position consistent with
its optical position: 1.7 arcsec distance, with a 1σ po-
sition uncertainty of 0.6 arcsec (see Fig.1). The total
detected counts in 0.2-10 keV is 460. J0100+2802 is de-
tected individually in 0.2-0.5 keV and 0.5-4 keV with
false probability less than 10−10; While, in 4-7 keV the
detected significance of the quasar is close to 3 sigma with
false probability of 0.015. It is not detected in 7-10 keV.
The nearby X-ray source SDSS J010013.95+280250.6,
detected in Chandra observation with a distance of 28′′

to the northeast of J0100+2802, is also detected in the
image. While, our target quasar is least suffered from
contamination from its emission as shown in the Figure 1,
this object is relatively faint in X-ray emission compared
to J0100+2802, with detected counts only about 16% of
that from J0100+2802 in 0.2-10 keV within a 16′′ radius
aperture.
We then perform the spectral analysis for J0100+2802.
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Fig. 2.— Upper panel: XMM-Newton spectrum of J0100+2802
and power-law model with modification of fixed Galactic absorp-
tion and intrinsics (at z=6.3) absorption. Inset, confidence contour
for the fitted photon index and column density of intrinsic absorp-
tion (for the 2 parameters of interest). Lower panel: ratio of the
data to model. The relatively larger data to model ratio at energies
greater than 4 keV maybe due to dominance of X-ray background
emission above 4 keV for this quasar.

We fitted the spectrum using XSPEC (v12.9; Arnaud
1996) with a simple power-law model modified by Galac-
tic absorption with NH = 5.82 × 1020cm−2. The fitted
photon index is Γ = 2.30+0.10

−0.10. We then add intrinsic
absorption (at z=6.3) to the model. The inferred photon
index is Γ = 2.56+0.21

−0.19, and 1 σ upper limit of the intrin-
sic absorption column density is NH = 6.07× 1022cm−2.
The fits of this simple model is acceptable. The fit
results and confidence curve for the photon index and
intrinsic absorption column density shown in Figure 2.
The rest-frame 2-10 keV luminosity implied by the fit is
6.44+0.62

−0.56×1045 erg s−1. No Fe K emission line feature
appears to be present in the residual. We use a Gaussian
profile to model the potentially narrow Fe K line with as-
suming σ = 10 eV. The inferred line energy is 7.46+0.21

−0.18,
with 1σ rest-frame equivalent line of 16 eV. There are rel-
atively larger data to model ratio at energies greater than
4 keV, which are possibly due to the contamination from
statistical poisson fluctuation of the X-ray background
emission, as we shown above, the detected significance of
J0100+2802 at 4-7 keV is only at the level of 3σ. How-
ever, more deep exposures can help to justify whether
the spectral shape of this quasar deviates from a simple
power-law at high energies.
The light curve for J0100+2802 is extracted and no sig-

nificant variation is detected during the XMM-Newton
exposure. We then compare the X-ray spectrum and
flux between the Chandra and XMM-Newton observa-
tions with time interval of about 8 months. First, the
value of the inferred photon index from XMM-Newton
observation is within the errors of the one from Chandra
observation, which is Γ = 3.03+0.78

−0.70. That is, no statis-
tical spectral shape variation was detected between the
two observations for J0100+2802. Second, the rest-frame
2-10 keV luminosity implied by the fits is also consistent
within errors, indicating none detection of flux variation
between the two observations. Finally, we did not detect
the significant residual at ∼ 1.2 keV, which are present

Qiao & Liu (2013)  
Disk-corona model for 
BHXBs 



HST Observation on J0100 

Not a lensed object！ 
We find the significance of 
overdensity at physical scale of 
8*8 Mpc2 ! 

HST+LBT 
21 i-dropouts at zAB<25 

(Preliminary!   Wang F. et al, in prep) 

Most massive BHs situated in the most overdense  
regions ! (Simulations by Costa et al. 2014) 



mm/radio observations on J0100+2802 
(IRAM/PdBI, JCMT/SCUBA-2, JVLA) 

Detect the [C II] 158µm fine structure line and molecular CO(6-5) line and continuum 
emission at 353 GHz, 260 GHz, and 3 GHz à active star formation! 

Wang R. et al. 2016, ApJ 

PdBI 

JVLA 

JCMT/SCUBA-2 & JVLA 



Milli-arcsecond VLBA Imaging  
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Fig. 1.— The radio emission from J0100+2802 detected by the VLBA at 1.5 GHz, compared

to the positions of the quasar measured from SDSS in the optical and Chandra in X-ray band.
The image is centered on the peak position of the VLBA detection, and the contours are

[-2, 2, 4, 6]×9µJy beam−1. The step-wedge at the top of the image shows the gray scale in
units of µJy beam−1. The white plus sign represents the position and uncertainties (∼0.06′′)

in RA and Dec from SDSS. The cross shows the X-ray source position detected by Chandra
(Ai et al. 2016). The Chandra observation has a position uncertainty of 0.6′′ (Ai et al. 2016),
which is larger than the field of view of 0.4′′ × 0.4′′ shown here. The synthesized beam is

plotted at the bottom left of the image

0.4′′ × 0.4′′, 1.5GHz 

Detected the radio continuum 
emission from J0100 with a peak 
surface brightness of 64.6 ± 9.0 µJy 
beam−1 and a total flux density of 
88 ± 19 µJy.  
 
The position of the radio peak is 
consistent with that from SDSS in 
the optical and Chandra in the X-
ray.  
 
The intrinsic brightness 
temperature  is 1.6 × 107 K, 
significantly higher than the 
maximum value in normal star 
forming galaxies, indicating an 
AGN origin for the radio 
continuum emission.  
 

(Wang, R. et al., 2017, ApJ, 835, L20) 



Multi-band ALMA Observations 
(Wang F., Wang R., Fan X., Wu, X.-B. et al., 2019, ApJ) 

[CII] 

CO(6-5) 

z=6.327 
FWHM~
380km/s 

FWHM~
383km/s 

251 GHz continuum 

99.4 GHz continuum 



不同红移的类星体黑洞质量的比较 

J0100 宇宙中黑洞的质量极限？ 



不同时间发现的最高红移类星体 

Schneider 
2013 

中国纪录 
2米望远镜 

世界纪录 
5－10米
望远镜 



郭守敬望远镜 
（LAMOST）类星体巡天 

•  现状：证认43000个类星体，24700个为独
立发现，17100个为新发现。 
– DR1: 证认4080个类星体，1180个新发现 
– DR2&DR3: 证认19939个类星体，8100个新发现 
– DR4&DR5: 证认19253个类星体，8162个新发现 
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更多发现: New z>6 Quasars found with
 Magellan(智利6.5米) & Hale(美国5米)! 

z=6.1 
 
 
z=6.2 
 
 
z=6.6 
 
 
 
z=6.5 



J0038–1527 
红移z=7.02 

 zAB = 21.65,  yAB =20.61 
 W1VEGA=16.80 , W2VEGA=16.08 
 

Spectra taken at MMT(6.5m), 
Magellan (6.5m), VLT/X-
Shooter (8.2m), and Gemini 
(8.1m) in 2018. 

Wang F. et al. (2018, ApJL) 
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China-SA Astronomy Collaboration Workshop 
The Southern African Large Telescope: SALT

Motivations for SALT
Collecting Area of Large Telescopes

4 m

LM

Before
SALT, our
largest 
telescope
(1.9 m) is 
not on 
this plot

中国何时能有
大的通用型光
学望远镜？ 

国际上3.5米以上的光学红外通用型望远镜 



未来中国的光学红外大望远镜 

大型光学望远镜LOT(12米) 6.5米望远镜 



4、总结与展望 
•  类星体是中心具有超大质量黑洞且能量极大的遥远
天体，高红移类星体是研究遥远宇宙的宝贵探针。发
现更多的高红移类星体对研究宇宙的演化非常重要。 

•  基于我们从光学-红外测光巡天数据选取类星体候选
体的新方法，利用国内外中大型光学红外望远镜发现
了100多个红移5以上的类星体。填补了类星体在红
移5.5左右的“红移沙漠”，为研究高红移类星体的
演化提供了重要样本。 

•  利用丽江2.4米望远镜首先观测和国外望远镜后续观测
，发现了一个红移6.3、亮度是太阳光度的430万亿倍
、中心为120亿倍太阳质量黑洞的极亮类星体，为研究
宇宙早期的黑洞增长和结构形成提供了难得的机遇。 

•  希望我国建成更大口径的光学／红外望远镜，发现更
多宇宙中最遥远的类星体和黑洞。 


